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This edited volume systematically covers the Texas experience. Other
chapters discuss the build up to competition, the role of distributed generation,
the competitiveness of the wholesale markets, retail markets, and market moni-
toring, Texas' retail market is noted as being more successful than other states,
particularly New York, Illinois, and Maryland, The PUCT estimated that retail
markets have offered products at substantially lower costs than what would have
occurred without retail access.

Despite not being subject to federal regulation, the Texas experience is
similar but not identical to mucb of the rest of the country. It had to transform its
initial wholesale market design, like Califomia, Its political environment with its
belief in competition and its single regulatory model, however, allowed Texas to
implement comprehensive reforms despite some challenges along the way,

Frank A, Felder
Rutgers University

Carbon Energy Taxation: Lessons from Europe, edited by MIKAEL SKOU

ANDERSON and PAUL EKINS, (New York: Oxford University Press, 2009) Hard-
bound, 313 pages, ISBN - 978-0-19-957068-3

Carbon Energy Taxation presents ten chapters by European environ-
mental analysts, mostly economists, that discuss the repercussions of tax systems
to curb greenhouse-gas (GHG) emissions. The work focuses on systems in tbe
European Union (EU), stressing environmental-tax reforms (ETRs) in a key balf-
dozen EU countries - Denmark, Finland, Germany, the Netherlands, Sweden, and
the United Kingdom with Slovenia's lack of action as a contrast. In addition,
some contributions highlight practices being proposed in other countries. For
example. Chapter 9 covers the interplay between carbon taxes and cap-and-trade
systems, a topic under discussion in the United States Congress,

Carbon Energy is divided into four parts witb two chapters in Parts I,
III, and IV and four in Part II, Part I, Pricing of Carbon in Europe, reviews tbe
bistory of ETRs in Europe and how different pricing and revenue recycling mech-
anisms alter country competitiveness. Part II, Industry-Sector Competitiveness,
describes empirical studies tbat investigate how ETRs affect industry-sector com-
petitiveness. Part III, Country Competitiveness and Carbon Leakage, extends Part
II by looking at country-wide competitiveness across the covered six European
countries and giving detailed estimation and discussion of losses of business to
countries not imposing carbon taxes. Part IV, Implications for Future Climate
Policy, summarizes the first three parts and predicts of how tbe lessons learned
from ETR in Europe can belp stabilize global emissions at safe levels, A potential
drawback of ETRs treated tbroughout the anthology is how environmental reform
affects competitiveness. Some countries fear that ETRs cause domestic industry
to become less competitive witb foreigners.
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Part I starts with a chapter by Anderson, "Carbon-Energy Taxation, Rev-
enue Recycling and Competitiveness," briefly describing the birth of carbon tax-
ation and the ETR general mechanism for curbing GHGs. Some early examples
of ETR arose after the 1988 Toronto climate conference, which involved pledges
by Finland, Sweden, and Denmark to cut emissions by up to 20 percent. Chapter
1 gives a short discussion of a possible "double dividend" that made ETRs more
attractive. It argues that since correctly administered pollution taxes correct mar-
ket failures by intemalizing an extemafity, they do not share the distorting prop-
erties of other taxes. Moreover, a fiscally neutral package can be adopted by
replacing distorting income or corporate taxes by carbon taxes (p. 7).

Although this seems a win-win scenario, some economists have found
theoretical and empirical evidence against a double dividend. The value of after-
tax income may actually fall because the resulting rise in commodity prices out-
weighs the tax cuts. The benefits may prove too small and slowly realized. Such
criticisms forced finding other justifications.

Chapter 2 by Stefan Speck and Jirina Jilkova focuses on designs of ETRs
in different European countries. The history of environmental taxation in the six
main countries and Slovenia are all separately discussed. While the country tax
systems had different starting points and tax-shift programs, they share common
dual objectives of reducing emissions and supporting employment. The former
objective has been accomplished with direct or indirect taxes on energy-intensive
goods. Meanwhile, countries have taken different strategies to protect employ-
ment, primarily basing their focus on the structure of their economies. Some of
the strategies include reducing income tax rates, reducing social-security contri-
butions, and reducing employer's social-security contributions.

The chapter fails to provide meaningful statistics on how the policies
influenced prices of the taxed goods, making it difficult to understand impacts. It
does, however, give a simple description of the different country polices, which
helps in understanding the motivations and possible repercussions of such polices.

The authors identify features of ETRs that may threaten a company's
competitiveness, including (1) energy share, (2) trade exposure, (3) market power,
and (4) the potential for improving technological efficiency. Competitiveness de-
termines the extent of "carbon leakage," the shifting emissions to countries with-
out ETR. If certain industries are exceptionally competitive, firms within the
industry are more prone to relocate as a result of ETRs. The relocation merely
transfers emissions from one area to another, which "leaks" emissions from the
ETR region to a non-ETR region. As standard tax-incidence theory indicates, the
extent of displacement depends on supply and demand elasticities.

Chapter 3 by John Fitz Gerald, Mary J. Keeney, and Susan Scovy "As-
sessing Vulnerability of Selected Sectors Under Environmental Tax Reform: The
Issue of Pricing Power," addresses the problem of competitiveness by estimating
the price-setting ability of firms in six ETR countries. The goal is to determine
which sectors can pass cost increases (such as environmental taxes) on to con-
sumers and how well they can do so. They postulate that if the country is a small
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part of the world market, then a firm within the market is more exposed to com-
petitive pressures and is more likely to cause carbon leakage by relocating to a
non-ETR region.

Chapter 4 by Roger Salmons and Alexander Miltner examines how al-
temative forms of data can alleviate problems with measuring price competitive-
ness across firms or countries. The authors present and explore a simple theo-
retical model that illustrates how three factors - the share of global production,
export intensity, and profitability - can be used as a proxy for price competitive-
ness. The model shows that in general, when a sector's competitiveness improves,
the three factors increase. The theoretical results are then used to assess trends in
competitiveness across seven ETR countries.

Chapter 5 "The Impact of Energy Taxes on Competitiveness: A Panel
Regression Study of 56 European Industry Sectors" by Martin K. Enevoldsen,
Anders Ryelund, and Anderson investigates the occurrence of "a Porter effect"
in sectors exposed to emissions taxes. Harvard Business School Professor Michael
Porter claims that, contrary to the standard efficient-market presumption, ETRs
may actually produce incentives improve a country's competitiveness. The chap-
ter argues "The original Porter hypothesis states that high national environmental
standards will encourage domestic industries to innovate and hence improve com-
petitiveness, in particular when the regulatory standards anticipate requirements
that will spread intemationally" (page 100).

The authors identify three possible outcomes - (1) radical where energy
taxes induce firms to seek energy-efficient procedures, innovate and produce more
green products, to an extent that ultimately improves general economic conditions
and increases market power, (2) mitigating where economic gains from innovation
achieved by the pressure of the energy taxes reduce the negative effects of higher
energy prices, and (3) its absence.

Using an econometric model and data from the COMETR data set, the
study estimates the relationships among energy taxes, competitiveness, and out-
put. The results suggest that a substantial mitigating Porter effect exists. Eurther-
more, the authors conclude that the effect is composed mostly of demand-related
green innovation, while supply-related gains from substitution are less significant.

The chapter by Andersen and Speck on "Energy-Intensive Industries:
Approaches to Mitigation and Compensation" explores the robustness of the re-
sults by individually considers the effects of seven different European countries'
mitigation and compensation schemes. The details help distinguish between uni-
versal and country-specific impacts.

The two chapters of Part III, both by Terry Baker, Sudhir Janankar,
Hector Pollitt, and Phillip Summerton undertake two tasks. Chapter 7 uses the
Energy-Environment-Economy model for Europe (E3ME) to estimate the impact
on competitiveness of energy-tax schemes by various European countries. Chap-
ter 8 then uses the estimates from E3ME to diagnose the level of carbon leakage
associated with the ETRs throughout Europe. Part III continues stress on the six
main countries and Slovenia. The chapter "The Effects of Environmental Tax
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Reform on International in the European Union: Modeling with E3ME" describes
the principles behind the E3ME model.

Key findings in Chapter 7 cover employment effects, changes in gross
domestic product (GDP), investment and output effects, all helping to diagnose
the effect of ETRs on country level competitiveness. One noteworthy result is
that employment increases in some ETR countries. The authors attribute the in-
crease to using revenue from environmental taxes to cut other distortionary taxes
and reduce employer's social contributions. As a result, consumer income in-
creases and labor costs are reduced, which boosts spending and increases the
labor force. The effect on unemployment is intimately related to the effect on
GDP. The study finds that all six main ETR countries have an increase in GDP
as a result of the ETR. The reason given is "tax distortions in the labor market
are reduced by the revenue-recycling measures" (p. 183).

The simulation results in chapter 8 present a surprising outcome. Over
the period 1995-2005, carbon leakage is modest or does not take place. The
authors reason that because ETR energy taxes are relatively small, the increase
in energy unit costs is less than cost of relocation.

Part IV discusses both the similarities and differences between two key
environmental policies - carbon taxes and emissions trading - and lessons learned
from the European history of ETRs. Chapter 9 by Ekins discusses the fundamen-
tals of carbon taxation and carbon trading. The author identifies carbon-price
volatility as one drawback of cap-and-trade systems. Since the beginning of EU
Emissions Trading Scheme (ETS) in 2004, the price of carbon has fluctuated from
a low of 10 Euros per ton of CO2 equivalent emissions to 30 Euros per ton of
CO2 equivalent emissions. Such price fluctuations deter investment in low-carbon
technologies. The author reports that ETRs can play a significant role in future
cap-and-trade programs by eliminating some of the price volatility. By setting a
carbon tax at a floor price of carbon, the carbon price can be bounded below by
the designated carbon tax. The author states "an advantage of the tax in this
context would be that it would give assurance to low-carbon investors of a min-
imum carbon price" (p. 251).

The last chapter by both editors draws lessons from Europe's carbon-
energy taxation policy. The authors cover much ground in discussing background
on present-day climate-change findings by the Intergovernmental Panel on Cli-
mate Change (IPCC), the role of carbon-energy taxation in limiting GHG emis-
sions, how large-scale measures of ETRs may affect competitiveness, and how
to balance the tradeoff between GHG stabilization and international competitive-
ness. The results provided in this book reveal that European country ETRs have
played a significant role in reducing relatively small quantities of emissions with-
out hindering competitiveness and without reducing unemployment. The authors
praise ETRs in this respect, but also indicate that it poses a challenge about
whether the results extend to greater reductions in emissions. Moreover, the au-
thors recognize that more than just European countries must partake in ETRs or
other equivalent forms of emissions-reduction policies to curb climate change.
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For example, the final chapter spends a substantial time focusing on how China
may affect the rates of carbon leakage with more stringent emissions policies.

In the end. Carbon Energy Taxation hammers home the idea that ETRs
can and will play a key role in confronting climate change, and it defends its idea
with simple empirical analysis in each of the 10 chapters.

Benjamin Leard
Cornell University
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